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  Restoration and History Marcus Hall,2010-02 Papers from a meeting of an interdisciplinary group

of ecologists, geographers, anthropologists, sociologists, historians, and philosophers held July 2006 in

Zurich, Switzerland.

  Transgender History, second edition Susan Stryker,2017-11-07 Covering American transgender

history from the mid-twentieth century to today, Transgender History takes a chronological approach to

the subject of transgender history, with each chapter covering major movements, writings, and events.

Chapters cover the transsexual and transvestite communities in the years following World War II; trans

radicalism and social change, which spanned from 1966 with the publication of The Transsexual

Phenomenon, and lasted through the early 1970s; the mid-'70s to 1990-the era of identity politics and

the changes witnessed in trans circles through these years; and the gender issues witnessed through

the '90s and '00s. Transgender History includes informative sidebars highlighting quotes from major

texts and speeches in transgender history and brief biographies of key players, plus excerpts from

transgender memoirs and discussion of treatments of transgenderism in popular culture.

  Night Hunters William Pace Head,2014-03-18 In Night Hunters, air power historian William P.

Head provides the first detailed study of the development and deployment of the AC-130 gunship.

While other airframes and other types of close air support (CAS) and interdiction weapon systems

preceded or flew with the AC-130s, this four-engine cargo airframe proved to be not only the longest

serving fixed-wing gunship but also the most effective by far. During the Vietnam War, the US military

developed new tactics and weapons systems to counter a diversity of enemy tactics and geographic

features, the difficult climate, and the shifting diplomatic context. One of the most important was the

development of the AC-130. Its ability to transport heavier payloads at higher altitudes across longer

distances made it the logical choice to be the final Vietnam-era fixed-wing gunship and the only one

that continues to fly missions in the twenty-first century. In addition, it employed many of the most

advanced weapons, sensors, targeting devices, and fire control systems of the 1970s or of any era. By

recounting both the technical development and the combat operations of the plane, and by looking at

the proposed alternatives for its use in the War on Terror, Night Hunters offers a clear view of the role

of gunships and of close air support in US wars. In today’s never-ending brushfire wars, the AC-130s

continue to uphold their reputation for excellence.

  UNIX Deborah S. Ray,Eric J. Ray,1998 With in-depth information on over 250 of the most

common UNIX commands of any flavor, this is an essential guide containing secrets of the UNIX
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wizards with simple visual, step-by-step instructions

  Hidden History of Dayton, Ohio Tony Kroeger,2021 Series statement from publisher's website.

  The Complete Idiot's Guide to the Reformation & Protestantism James S. Bell,Tracy Macon

Sumner,2002 An easy-to-understand history of the Reformation and how it created modern

Protestantism, for anyone interested in understanding why the Protestant churches, denominations and

beliefs are what they are today.

  Unix and Linux Deborah S. Ray,Eric J. Ray,2014 Covers the basic concepts of the computer

operating system and discusses such topics as using directories, working with a shell, controlling

ownership, running scripts, and working with encoded files.

  Writing Australian History on Screen Jo Parnell,Julie Anne Taddeo,2023 Writing Australian History

on Screen reveals the depths in Australian history from convict times to the present day. The essays

convey perspectives of Australian history on screen taken from an Australian viewpoint in a way that

offers insights and an understanding of the unique Australian history and sense of identity--

  America's Food Harvey Blatt,2011-02-25 The complete story of what we don't know, and what we

should know, about American food production and its effect on health and the environment. We don't

think much about how food gets to our tables, or what had to happen to fill our supermarket's produce

section with perfectly round red tomatoes and its meat counter with slabs of beautifully marbled steak.

We don't realize that the meat in one fast-food hamburger may come from a thousand different cattle

raised in five different countries. In fact, most of us have a fairly abstract understanding of what

happens on a farm. In America's Food, Harvey Blatt gives us the specifics. He tells us, for example,

that a third of the fruits and vegetables grown are discarded for purely aesthetic reasons; that the

artificial fertilizers used to enrich our depleted soil contain poisonous heavy metals; that chickens who

stand all day on wire in cages choose feed with pain-killing drugs over feed without them; and that the

average American eats his or her body weight in food additives each year. Blatt also asks us to think

about the consequences of eating food so far removed from agriculture; why unhealthy food is cheap;

why there is an International Federation of Competitive Eating; what we don't want to know about how

animals raised for meat live, die, and are butchered; whether people are even designed to be

carnivorous; and why there is hunger when food production has increased so dramatically. America's

Food describes the production of all types of food in the United States and the environmental and

health problems associated with each. After taking us on a tour of the American food system—not only

the basic food groups but soil, grain farming, organic food, genetically modified food, food processing,
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and diet—Blatt reminds us that we aren't powerless. Once we know the facts about food in America,

we can change things by the choices we make as consumers, as voters, and as ethical human beings

  Asp.Net 2.0 With .Net 3.0 Framework In Simple Steps Dreamtech Press,2007-12 ASP.NET 2.0 IN

SIMPLE STEPS is a book that helps you to learn ASP.NET using Visual Studio 2005. Precise and

complete, with an easy to understand style, lots of examples to support the concepts, and use of

practical approach in presentation are some of the features that make the book unique in itself.

  Euro-Par 2010 - Parallel Processing Pasqua D'Ambra,Mario Guarracino,Domenico

Talia,2010-09-02 This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 16th International Euro-Par

Conference held in Ischia, Italy, in August/September 2010. The 90 revised full papers presented were

carefully reviewed and selected from 256 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on

support tools and environments; performance prediction and evaluation; scheduling and load-

balancing; high performance architectures and compilers; parallel and distributed data management;

grid, cluster and cloud computing; peer to peer computing; distributed systems and algorithms; parallel

and distributed programming; parallel numerical algorithms; multicore and manycore programming;

theory and algorithms for parallel computation; high performance networks; and mobile and ubiquitous

computing.

  History and Genealogy of Valentine H. Smith (1838-1890) Miriam Dittenhafer,2004 Valentine H.

Smith was born 22 July 1838 in Montgomery County, Pennsylvania. His parents were Frederick Kline

Smith (1801-1873) and Mary Hiltebeitel (1808-1867). He married Elizabeth Walter (1834-1913) 2

January 1862 in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. They had seven children. Valentine died in 1890.

Ancestors, descendants and relatives lived mainly in Connecticut and Pennsylvania. Includes Bennett,

Reiter, Walter and related families.

  Currents of Change Todd Jennings,2003

  New Directions in Local History Since Hoskins Christopher Dyer,Andrew James Hopper,Evelyn

Lord,Nigel J. Tringham,2011 Local history in Britain can trace its origins back to the sixteenth century

and before, but it was given inspiration and a new sense of direction in the 1950s and 60s by the work

of W.G. Hoskins. This book marks the fiftieth anniversary of the publication of his Local history in

England which was designed to help people researching the history of their own villages and towns. It

is the result of a collaboration between academic historians in the Centre for English Local History at

the University of Leicester, which Hoskins founded, and the British Association for Local History, an

organisation that brings together the thousands of people who are not professional academics but who
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practise local history. Taking the work of Hoskins as a starting point, the contributors show how local

history is being researched and written today. Fifteen historians write about a variety of local history

subjects which are significant in their own right but which also point to current trends in the subject.

They show how local historians use their sources systematically, from the non-verbal evidence of

buildings to various types of electronic resources. All periods between the middle ages and the early

twenty-first century are explored, as are many different parts of the country from Skye to the Kent

coast. There are examples of local historians working on ethnic minorities, gender and the working

class. Those who study localities use a variety of approaches, including those of social, economic,

religious, legal, intellectual and cultural history, all of which are employed here. They are aware of the

roots of their subject and examine the history of local history itself. Together, the editors and authors

raise the various dilemmas which stimulate debates among local historians about the nature of the

subject, its present health and the directions it will take in the next half century.

  Countries and Territories of the World ,

  A Student Guide to Health [5 volumes] Yvette Malamud Ozer,2012-09-07 This comprehensive,

five-volume reference set is aligned with the National Health Education Standards, containing up-to-

date, scientifically based information on a variety of health and wellness topics relevant to high school

students. A Student Guide to Health: Understanding the Facts, Trends, and Challenges provides

straightforward, factual, and accessible information about a multitude of health issues. It is an essential

reference set that provides high school students, teachers, and administrators with a comprehensive

health and wellness education resource that aligns with National Health Education Standards and

common health curriculum. This expansive five-volume set is ideal for students' research projects;

highly useful as a resource for community college and public library patrons, librarians, teens, and

parents; and is a suitable supplement to any health education curriculum. Each chapter includes up-to-

date, evidence-based information that provokes further examination and encourages critical thinking to

evaluate the validity of information encountered about health and wellness topics. Each chapter

provides an abundance of references and lists of resources for further information, including books,

articles, websites, organizations, and hotlines. Special attention is paid to social trends that affect

youth health and wellness, such as bullying, eating disorders, steroid abuse, sexting, and the peer

pressure associated with drug use and abuse.

  The Natural Gas Industry in Appalachia David A. Waples,2014-01-10 The large scale, practical

uses of natural gas were initially introduced by innovators Joseph Pew and George Westinghouse for
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the steel and glass industries in Pittsburgh, and local gas companies evolved from individual wells to

an interstate supply network acquired by Rockefeller’s Standard Oil interests. Natural gas is now a

prevalent part of American markets and with the production from the Marcellus shale is filling the

critical void left by a lack of new coal, oil, and nuclear power facilities. This vital American enterprise

began in the Appalachian states as an accidental and underestimated byproduct of the oil rush of

1859. This book explores the evolution and significance of the natural gas industry to the present day.

  Crime, Delinquency and Justice Ramesh Deosaran,2007 This reader presents fresh insights on

the rapidly expanding and changing crime-related problems in the Caribbean as well as provides

information on new dimensions of crime and criminology that are occurring with increasing regularity. A

path-breaking and comprehensive work, Crime Delinquency and Justice: A Caribbean Reader has

come at a time when all societies in the Caribbean region are grappling with crime in all its forms; and

when the structure of the justice system on which all these societies are founded is being challenged

to adjust to changes in society locally and internationally. The work addresses both theoretical and

practical issues indicated by the broad range of areas covered including: Theorizing a Caribbean

Criminology; Juvenile Delinquency and Public Policy; Domestic Violence and the Criminal Justice

System; Community Policing, Police Styles and Use of Force; Corrections; Crime Statistics; the Jury

System; Drug Trafficking; Terrorism, Social Upheaval and Political Violence and Human Trafficking.

Much of the contributions are research and data-driven and overall have policy development as their

focus. This makes the volume suitable for courses in criminology and criminal justice at both the

undergraduate and graduate levels as well as for specialist courses in various aspects of policing and

law enforcement.

  Scientific Criteria to Ensure Safe Food National Research Council,Institute of Medicine,Division on

Earth and Life Studies,Board on Agriculture and Natural Resources,Food and Nutrition

Board,Committee on the Review of the Use of Scientific Criteria and Performance Standards for Safe

Food,2003-09-29 Food safety regulators face a daunting task: crafting food safety performance

standards and systems that continue in the tradition of using the best available science to protect the

health of the American public, while working within an increasingly antiquated and fragmented

regulatory framework. Current food safety standards have been set over a period of years and under

diverse circumstances, based on a host of scientific, legal, and practical constraints. Scientific Criteria

to Ensure Safe Food lays the groundwork for creating new regulations that are consistent, reliable, and

ensure the best protection for the health of American consumers. This book addresses the biggest
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concerns in food safetyâ€including microbial disease surveillance plans, tools for establishing food

safety criteria, and issues specific to meat, dairy, poultry, seafood, and produce. It provides a candid

analysis of the problems with the current system, and outlines the major components of the task at

hand: creating workable, streamlined food safety standards and practices.

  Transgender History Susan Stryker,2009-01-07 Covering American transgender history from the

mid-twentieth century to today, Transgender History takes a chronological approach to the subject of

transgender history, with each chapter covering major movements, writings, and events. Chapters

cover the transsexual and transvestite communities in the years following World War II; trans

radicalism and social change, which spanned from 1966 with the publication of The Transsexual

Phenomenon, and lasted through the early 1970s; the mid-'70s to 1990-the era of identity politics and

the changes witnessed in trans circles through these years; and the gender issues witnessed through

the '90s and '00s. Transgender History includes informative sidebars highlighting quotes from major

texts and speeches in transgender history and brief biographies of key players, plus excerpts from

transgender memoirs and discussion of treatments of transgenderism in popular culture.

Yeah, reviewing a ebook Background.htm could mount up your close contacts listings. This is just one

of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, achievement does not suggest that you have

astonishing points.

Comprehending as capably as harmony even more than further will manage to pay for each success.

next-door to, the proclamation as competently as perception of this Background.htm can be taken as

well as picked to act.
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Background.htm Introduction

In todays digital age, the

availability of Background.htm

books and manuals for

download has revolutionized the

way we access information.

Gone are the days of physically

flipping through pages and

carrying heavy textbooks or

manuals. With just a few clicks,

we can now access a wealth of

knowledge from the comfort of

our own homes or on the go.

This article will explore the

advantages of Background.htm

books and manuals for

download, along with some

popular platforms that offer

these resources. One of the

significant advantages of

Background.htm books and

manuals for download is the

cost-saving aspect. Traditional

books and manuals can be

costly, especially if you need to

purchase several of them for

educational or professional

purposes. By accessing

Background.htm versions, you

eliminate the need to spend

money on physical copies. This

not only saves you money but

also reduces the environmental

impact associated with book

production and transportation.

Furthermore, Background.htm

books and manuals for

download are incredibly

convenient. With just a

computer or smartphone and an

internet connection, you can

access a vast library of

resources on any subject

imaginable. Whether youre a

student looking for textbooks, a

professional seeking industry-

specific manuals, or someone

interested in self-improvement,

these digital resources provide

an efficient and accessible

means of acquiring knowledge.

Moreover, PDF books and

manuals offer a range of

benefits compared to other

digital formats. PDF files are

designed to retain their

formatting regardless of the

device used to open them. This

ensures that the content

appears exactly as intended by

the author, with no loss of

formatting or missing graphics.

Additionally, PDF files can be

easily annotated, bookmarked,

and searched for specific terms,

making them highly practical for

studying or referencing. When it

comes to accessing

Background.htm books and

manuals, several platforms offer

an extensive collection of

resources. One such platform is

Project Gutenberg, a nonprofit

organization that provides over

60,000 free eBooks. These

books are primarily in the public

domain, meaning they can be

freely distributed and

downloaded. Project Gutenberg

offers a wide range of classic

literature, making it an excellent
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resource for literature

enthusiasts. Another popular

platform for Background.htm

books and manuals is Open

Library. Open Library is an

initiative of the Internet Archive,

a non-profit organization

dedicated to digitizing cultural

artifacts and making them

accessible to the public. Open

Library hosts millions of books,

including both public domain

works and contemporary titles.

It also allows users to borrow

digital copies of certain books

for a limited period, similar to a

library lending system.

Additionally, many universities

and educational institutions

have their own digital libraries

that provide free access to PDF

books and manuals. These

libraries often offer academic

texts, research papers, and

technical manuals, making them

invaluable resources for

students and researchers.

Some notable examples include

MIT OpenCourseWare, which

offers free access to course

materials from the

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, and the Digital

Public Library of America, which

provides a vast collection of

digitized books and historical

documents. In conclusion,

Background.htm books and

manuals for download have

transformed the way we access

information. They provide a

cost-effective and convenient

means of acquiring knowledge,

offering the ability to access a

vast library of resources at our

fingertips. With platforms like

Project Gutenberg, Open

Library, and various digital

libraries offered by educational

institutions, we have access to

an ever-expanding collection of

books and manuals. Whether

for educational, professional, or

personal purposes, these digital

resources serve as valuable

tools for continuous learning

and self-improvement. So why

not take advantage of the vast

world of Background.htm books

and manuals for download and

embark on your journey of

knowledge?

FAQs About Background.htm

Books

How do I know which eBook

platform is the best for me?

Finding the best eBook platform

depends on your reading

preferences and device

compatibility. Research different

platforms, read user reviews,

and explore their features

before making a choice. Are

free eBooks of good quality?

Yes, many reputable platforms

offer high-quality free eBooks,

including classics and public

domain works. However, make

sure to verify the source to

ensure the eBook credibility.

Can I read eBooks without an

eReader? Absolutely! Most

eBook platforms offer webbased

readers or mobile apps that

allow you to read eBooks on

your computer, tablet, or

smartphone. How do I avoid

digital eye strain while reading

eBooks? To prevent digital eye

strain, take regular breaks,

adjust the font size and

background color, and ensure

proper lighting while reading
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eBooks. What the advantage of

interactive eBooks? Interactive

eBooks incorporate multimedia

elements, quizzes, and

activities, enhancing the reader

engagement and providing a

more immersive learning

experience. Background.htm is

one of the best book in our

library for free trial. We provide

copy of Background.htm in

digital format, so the resources

that you find are reliable. There

are also many Ebooks of

related with Background.htm.

Where to download

Background.htm online for free?

Are you looking for

Background.htm PDF? This is

definitely going to save you time

and cash in something you

should think about. If you trying

to find then search around for

online. Without a doubt there

are numerous these available

and many of them have the

freedom. However without doubt

you receive whatever you

purchase. An alternate way to

get ideas is always to check

another Background.htm. This

method for see exactly what

may be included and adopt

these ideas to your book. This

site will almost certainly help

you save time and effort, money

and stress. If you are looking for

free books then you really

should consider finding to assist

you try this. Several of

Background.htm are for sale to

free while some are payable. If

you arent sure if the books you

would like to download works

with for usage along with your

computer, it is possible to

download free trials. The free

guides make it easy for

someone to free access online

library for download books to

your device. You can get free

download on free trial for lots of

books categories. Our library is

the biggest of these that have

literally hundreds of thousands

of different products categories

represented. You will also see

that there are specific sites

catered to different product

types or categories, brands or

niches related with

Background.htm. So depending

on what exactly you are

searching, you will be able to

choose e books to suit your

own need. Need to access

completely for Campbell Biology

Seventh Edition book? Access

Ebook without any digging. And

by having access to our ebook

online or by storing it on your

computer, you have convenient

answers with Background.htm

To get started finding

Background.htm, you are right

to find our website which has a

comprehensive collection of

books online. Our library is the

biggest of these that have

literally hundreds of thousands

of different products

represented. You will also see

that there are specific sites

catered to different categories

or niches related with

Background.htm So depending

on what exactly you are

searching, you will be able

tochoose ebook to suit your

own need. Thank you for

reading Background.htm. Maybe

you have knowledge that,

people have search numerous
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times for their favorite readings

like this Background.htm, but

end up in harmful downloads.

Rather than reading a good

book with a cup of coffee in the

afternoon, instead they juggled

with some harmful bugs inside

their laptop. Background.htm is

available in our book collection

an online access to it is set as

public so you can download it

instantly. Our digital library

spans in multiple locations,

allowing you to get the most

less latency time to download

any of our books like this one.

Merely said, Background.htm is

universally compatible with any

devices to read.

Background.htm :

Global Marketing: Strategy,

Practice, and Cases Global

Marketing, 3rd edition, provides

students with a truly

international treatment of the

key principles that every

marketing manager should

grasp. Global Marketing (3rd

Edition) by Warren J. Keegan

This paperback, two-color book

draws readers into the

excitement, challenges, and

controversies of global

marketing. Each chapter

features vignettes and ... Global

Marketing: Strategy, Practice,

and Cases - 3rd Edition Global

Marketing provides up-to-date

examples and end-of-chapter

cases among the latest

marketing theories and

frameworks. Useful tools include

PowerPoint ... Global Marketing:

Strategy, Practice, and Cases

Global Marketing, 3rd edition ,

provides students with a truly

international treatment of the

key principles that every

marketing manager should

grasp. Global Marketing 3rd

edition 9780367196080 Global

Marketing: Strategy, Practice,

and Cases 3rd Edition is written

by Ilan Alon; Eugene Jaffe;

Christiane Prange; Donata

Vianelli and published by

Routledge ... Global Marketing

3rd Edition Gillespie Hennessey

7 hours ago — Written with the

student in mind, the Third.

Edition features comprehensive

coverage of current topics

based on the authors' extensive

research ... Global Marketing

3rd Edition Gillespie Hennessey

Management Practices in Asia -

Christiane. Prange 2019-08-20.

Asia is a continent of

contradictions and boundaries; it

offers exciting business. Global

Marketing: Strategy, Practice,

and Cases / Edition 3 Global

Marketing, 3rd edition, provides

students with a truly

international treatment of the

key principles that every

marketing. Global marketing :

strategy, practice, and cases

"Global Marketing, 3rd edition,

provides students with a truly

international treatment of the

key principles that every

marketing manager should

grasp. 2011 - KATE GILLESPIE

& H. DAVID HENNESSEY |

eBay GLOBAL MARKETING -

3RD ED - 2011 - KATE

GILLESPIE & H. DAVID

HENNESSEY ; Est. delivery.

Tue, Dec 26 - Sat, Dec 30.

From Sterling, Colorado, United

States. THE GLASS
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MENAGERIE, [MUSIC: 'THE

GLASS MENAGERIE' UNDER

FAINTLY. Lightly.] Not one

gentleman ... [MUSIC: ' THE

GLASS MENAGERIE''. He

stretches out his hand.] Oh, be

careful - if ... The Glass

Menagerie book script of the

play. [SCREEN LEGEND: 'OÙ

SONT LES NEIGES."] There

was young Champ Laughlin

who later became vice-president

of the Delta Planters. Bank. The

Glass Menagerie - Tennessee

Williams (AMANDA exits

through living-room curtains.

TOM is left with LAURA. He

stares at her stupidly for a

moment. Then he crosses to

shelf holding glass menagerie.

The Glass Menagerie Amanda

Wingfield is a faded, tragic

remnant of Southern gentility

who lives in poverty in a dingy

St. Louis apartment with her

son, Tom, and her daughter, ...

The Glass Menagerie When

Amanda convinces Tom to bring

home from his workplace a

“gentleman caller” for Laura,

the illusions that Tom, Amanda,

and Laura have each created in

order ... The Glass Menagerie

Text Scene 1: The Wingfield

apartment is in the rear of the

building, one of those vast hive-

like conglomerations of cellular

living-units that flower as.

Tennessee Williams – The

Glass Menagerie (Scene 3)

LEGEND ON SCREEN: 'AFTER

THE FIASCO' [TOM speaks

from the fire-escape landing.]

TOM: After the fiasco at

Rubicam's Business College,

the idea of getting a ... "The

Glass Menagerie," Scene One

and Scene Two, by ... 41 Scene

1. 352 The Wingfield apartment

is in the rear of the building,

one of those vast hive-like

conglomerations of cellular

living-units that flower as ...

Tennessee Williams – The

Glass Menagerie (Scene 7) A

moment after the curtain rises,

the lights in both rooms flicker

and go out.] JIM: Hey, there, Mr

Light Bulb ! [AMANDA laughs

nervously. LEGEND:

'SUSPENSION ... The Glass

Menagerie: Acting Edition:

Tennessee Williams A new

introduction by the editor of The

Tennessee Williams Annual

Review, Robert Bray,

reappraises the play more than

half a century after it won the

New York ... Admiral VCR

Product Support |

ManualsOnline.com TV and

television manuals and free pdf

instructions. Find the user

manual you need for your TV

and more at ManualsOnline.

Page 2 of Admiral VCR Product

Support | ManualsOnline.com

TV and television manuals and

free pdf instructions. Find the

user manual you need for your

TV and more at ManualsOnline.

Admiral JSJ-20434 VHS VCR -

YouTube Admiral JSJ20452

VCR, 4-Head VHS Player

Recorder Admiral JSJ20452

VCR, 4-Head Hi-Fi Stereo -

Remote Control and Manual ...

Includes the original remote

control with new batteries,

original instruction manual, ...

Admiral Jsj 20446 Vhs Vcr

Operating Manual & Instructions

... ADMIRAL JSJ 20446 Vhs
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Vcr Operating Manual &

Instructions Oem - $5.95. FOR

SALE! ADMIRAL VHS VCR

OPERATING MANUAL &

INSTRUCTIONS. TV/VCR

COMBO USER'S GUIDE It is

recommended that you carefully

read the descriptions and

operating procedures contained

in this. User's Guide prior to

operating your new TV/VCR.

DVD/CD PLAYER Hi-Fi

STEREO VIDEO CASSETTE ...

READ INSTRUCTIONS. All the

safety and operating instructions

should be read before the unit

is operated. 2. RETAIN

INSTRUCTIONS. The safety

and operating ... NEW VHS

ADMIRAL 4-HEAD JSJ20455

MANUAL & VCR ... NEW VHS

ADMIRAL 4-HEAD JSJ20455

MANUAL & VCR

INSTRUCTIONS ONLY ;

Quantity. 1 available ; Item

Number. 155408038811 ;

Accurate description. 5.0 ;

Reasonable shipping ... TV,

Video & Home Audio Manuals

for VCR for sale Great deals on

TV, Video & Home Audio

Manuals for VCR. It's a great

time to upgrade your home

theater system with the largest

selection at eBay.com. Admiral

JSJ20454 VCR VHS Player

This VHS player has

experienced decades of life

before finding its way to

Retrospekt. As such, it will show

some signs of past use.

However, we are extremely ...
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